
1 EXT-BLOOMFIELD BRIDGE-EVENING

James and his friend Sam are walking to the river to do some

rock climbing. James walking swinging a stick around and Sam

slowly pedalling on his bike.

SAM

Why didn’t you bring you’re bike?

JAMES

Well, don’t tell my mum. But Ryan

and his idiots stole it.

SAM

Again? That’s the third one, isn’t

your’e Mum going to find out?

JAMES

No. She just thinks I’m stupid and

I keep leaving it unlocked.

Although I think that’s the last

time she will get me a new one.

Sam stop’s and gets off his bike and jumps on to the edge of

the bridge.

JAMES

What are you doi...?

SAM

I am Sam and this is my holy knight

James.

James smiles as Sam carry’s on.

SAM

We vouch that one day we will slay

that big, fat, troll named Ryan and

we shall rid the world of his

evi....

Before he can finish what he was saying a voice shouts from

over the other side of the bridge.

RYAN

Oi, what did you say about me

specks?

On the other side of the bridge is Ryan and his thick headed

follower’s.
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RYAN

Your’e fucking dead specks. And you

to James!

Ryan and his goons start to run at Sam and James. Sam jump’s

off the wall.

JAMES

Fuck! What are we going to do?

SAM

RUN!

James and Sam run of into the forest towards the river with

Ryan and his goons still making chase.

SWITCH TO NEW LOCATION

2 EXT-FOREST-MIDDAY

James and Sam are running through the forest weaving in and

out of the tree’s.

JAMES

Shit! They’re still following!

SAM

Just keep going. When we get to the

river we will climb the rock’s up

to the wooden bridge and then we

can slip away.

James nod’s and they both pick up some speed with Ryan and

the others still on pursuit.

James goes to dodge a tree and get’s tripped by a root. He

tumbles down the small hill and stops in a bush by the

river’s edge. Sam does not notice and neither do Ryan or the

others as they pass.

SWITCH TO NEXT LOCATION

3 EXT-RIVER BED-MIDDAY

Sam starts to run through the shallow part of the river with

Ryan ad the goons following.

Suddenly Sam trips on a large rock in the water and twists

his ankle. He try’s to move again but it is to late. The

bullies had caught him.

(CONTINUED)
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RYAN

Got you now you specky twat!

James watch as the two goons grab Sam as Ryan is talking. He

want’s to help but is frozen in fear.

GOON #2

What should we do with him?

GOON #1

We should see how fragile his teeth

are.

GOON #2

No we should make him eat his

glasses.

Ryan suddenly smirks as he gets an idea.

RYAN

Well he looks a bit like a fish. So

let’s see if he can breath like

one.

Before anyone can do anything Ryan grabs Sams head and dunks

him under, holds him there for a while then pulls his head

up.

SAM

What the f....

RYAN

Look’s like the little loser can’t

slay the troll from under the

water.

Ryan dunks him over and over again. James is still hidden

watching from behind a bush.

GOON #1

I think that’s enough now Ryan.

RYAN

Your’e right. Well give him one

last big test.

Ryan pull’s Sams head up.

RYAN

Hold your’e breath. Get ready to go

five minutes under the water.
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SAM

No I cant.

Ryan shoves Sams head under the water once again.

A few minutes pass and the goon’s go from laughing, to

having a worried expression on there face.

GOON #2

Isn’t that enough?

GOON #1

Ye, his body is really starting to

wriggle.

RYAN

No, I decide when he comes up.

After he say’s this he looks down and realises that the Sam

has gone limp.

RYAN

Shit!

GOON #1

What?

James looks out the bush at this sudden change of

atmosphere.

Ryan pulls Sam up and pulls him over to the bank. Sam has a

blank/ frozen expression and a still body.

GOON #2

What’s he doing?

GOON #1

He might be faking it.

RYAN

Fuck! Specks....Get up. Ill fucking

hit you now get up.

The two goons faces suddenly drop as they realise what has

happened.

GOON #2

Shit!

GOON #1

Ill go get someone.

Ryan suddenly jumps up and stands over the two goons.
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RYAN

NO! We cant. Do you know what would

happen to us?

GOON #2

Well we have to tell someone.

GOON #1

What do we do?

RYAN

We do nothing. If anyone ask’s he

tripped and fell. And sadly when he

hit his head he.... died.

James catches this and a sharp, cold feeling goes through

his spine. He goes to move and the branch on the bush snaps

and Ryan and his goons hear it. And go over to him.

Before James can get up Ryan pushes him over with his foot.

RYAN

What did you see?

JAMES

I..

RYAN

You sore nothing. And if you say

anything ill do the same thing to

you.

James cant reply as he is frozen in fear.

GOON #1

We need to go.

Ryan kicks James in the chest before running of with the

other goons.

James waits for a while before crawling over to Sam.

James lifts Sam’s head and cradles his limp body in his

arms.

JAMES

Sam.........Sam please move.

A tear falls down James cheek and on to Sams forehead.

JAMES

Please Sam. Your’e my only friend.

James stares at Sams face for a while.
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He then bows his head down and the camera focuses on one

last tear fall from his cheek.

FADE TO BLACK (END)


